
UCR Template Modification 
Revised 01/01/2022 
 
A modification has been made to the UCR template to update Myers and Stauffer’s 
address and the Maryland Department of Health’s name. 
 
A revised template named UCR Template 20220101.xls has been posted to the 
https://myersandstauffer.com/client-portal/maryland/ website.  If you are using the UCR 
template to submit cost reports, please download the revised template and use it for all 
future cost report submissions.  A revised UCR Template 20220101 Numbered.xls file 
has also been posted to the website. This revised template is mandatory for all UCRs 
with periods ending January 1, 2022 and later. 
 
If you wish to make the modifications to the template yourself, the following lists each 
modification that was made. 
 
Facility Description Tab 
1. In Cell A1, ‘AND MENTAL HYGIENE’ was removed from the existing text. 

 
2. Two new rows were inserted between existing Rows 24 and 25. 

 
3. The fill color that was copied was removed from Cells B25, R25 and R26. 

 
4. In Cell A25, the text “Email Address” was added. 

 
5. Cells B26 through L26 were merged. (This will copy the fill color to all cells.) 
 
6. In Cell M54 (after inserting two new rows), the address was updated to 10200 Grand 

Central Avenue. 
 
7. In Cell M55 (after inserting two new rows), the suite was updated to Suite 200. 

 
8. In Cell A85 (after inserting two new rows), ‘01/22’ was added to the existing text. 
 
All Tabs 
1. In the last row of every tab, Maryland DHMH was replaced with MDH. 
 
Submission File Tab 
1. In Cell A2823, the formula “=’Facility Description’!B26” was added. 

 
2. In Cell B2823, the text “Facility Description” was added. 

 
3. In Cell C2823, the text “6” was added. 

 
4. In Cell D2823, the text “Email” was added. 

 

https://myersandstauffer.com/client-portal/maryland/


5. In Cell E2823, the text “Email Address” was added. 


